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strongly recommended that the authors immediately contact the joumal and initiate 
withdrawal of the submission. Once a manuscript has been published online, 
withdrawal (retraction) of the paper due to the irregularites listed above will incur a 
charge of USDI0,000.00 to compensate the publisher for the loss incurred. The online 
format of the manuscript will be withdrawn withirt four weeks of the request. 

The foliowing should be noted when ali authors sign the agreement: 

1 Authors are prohibited from making any changes to the BAISHIDENG PUBLISHJNG 
GROUP INC COPYRIGHT ASSIGNMENT without the prior consent of the editorial 
board. If authors have any different opinion about the copyright transfer agreement, 
they should contact the editorial office bef ore making any changes to it. 

2 Ali authors wil sign their names on a single page, in the order that they zppear on the 
titie page of the manuscript; multiple signature pages are not acceptable. After ali 
authors have signed, please return the signed version (in PDF format) to the editorial 
office. Delivery of a printed version of the copyright transfer agreement or faxing the 
copright transfer agreement is not acceptable. This agreement will be released online 
together with the pubiished a.rticle. 

3 Each author must sign his/her name and date himself/herself. Others are not allowed 
to sign the agreement on behalf of authors. If this situation i- found to have occurred, the 
manuscript will be withdrawn immediatelv, ali of the authors will be placed onto a 
publication blacklist for any journal published by the Baishideng Publishing Group Inc, 
and any submissions to journais published by the Baishideng Publishing Group Inc will 
not be considered or accepted for publication. 

Nanie: DenísetíC Paranagua-Vezozzo 

Sinature:j/.tt4"  Date:____________ 

Name; Adrina Andrade 
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